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Creating Your Character 
Tentacular Hack 

 
Character generation is a quick process, the faster to get you into the thick of the adventure. Get a 
character sheet and get started. 
 
1. Roll Attributes. Roll 2d10 a total of 6 times and note the results on 

scratch paper. Then assign one of the numbers to each of the 6 attributes. 
(Your character will gain +1 to an attribute each time the character gains 
a level.) 

 
• When using attributes, the player rolls 1d12 and adds or 

subtracts the modifier from the chart above. The DM sets a 
difficulty.  

• In addition, there are some other practical uses for the attributes 
the player should know about in assigning numbers to them. 

 
ATTRIBUTE Description Extra Usefulness 
Brawn Size, physical intimidation Ability to carry heavy objects, wear armor. 
Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, lying, stealth, theft Stealth, deception, starting backgrounds. 
Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Adds difficulty to hit you, reflexive dodging. 
Commitment Devotion, intensity, resisting magic & suggestion Endure mental stress. Starting morale points. 
Charm Social aptitude, ability to inspire, persuasion Persuasion, likeability, starting backgrounds. 
Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Ability to notice clues. Starting languages. 
 

• Adjustments from attributes. Depending on the bonuses on attributes, the character has 
advantages. 
• Brawn. Each bonus point is 1 heavy object the character can carry without penalty. 
• Daring. Each bonus point is +1 to the starting Defense Class of 8. 
• Commitment. Each bonus point is +1 morale point for the starting character. (A negative 

has no effect.) 
• Awareness. Each bonus point is 1 additional language the character speaks. (A negative 

has no effect.) 
• Cunning or Charm. Add the bonus from the two together. If the total is positive, get that 

many “background points” to spend at the end of the process. 
 
2. Choose a Class.  Look at the various class template that are available. Choose one.  

• Inherent Ability. Copy the inherent ability onto your character sheet; that’s the most useful ability 
your character has honed over a lifetime of preparing for this game. 

• Limitation. Look at the limitation. It will either have concrete rules impact, or be a role playing 
suggestion. 

• Concept. Note down what “subset” of the class you want to be. This is optional. If you want to 
think a little more about what your character actually did for a living, this is the concept. 
• If you are an investigator, you may want to put “Private Detective” or “Reporter” or 

“Policeman” or “Bounty Hunter” etc. 
• Goal. There are 10 sample goals on the template, so you can randomize by rolling 1d10 or choose 

one you like. You can also come up with one on your own, with DM approval. Working towards 
your goal is one way to gain levels faster—choose something long-term with achievable steps. 

Attribute Bonus Chart 
Attribute -/+ 
5 or lower -2 

6 to 8 -1 
9 to 11 0 

12 to 13 +1 
14 to 15 +2 
16 to 17 +3 
18 to 19 +4 

20 + +5 
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3. Choose a Talent. Choose one talent from the list on the class template. Write it on your sheet. Don’t 

worry about this part too much. You will get a new talent every time your character gains a level. For 
more information on these, check the “Talents” section. 

 
4. Starting Backgrounds. You begin with clothing and 1d12 x $100 United States dollars. If you have 

background points, you may spend those to get more background. These are numbered so you can 
randomize, but you can also choose, or even suggest others that are not here to your DM. 
1. The Good Life. This costs 3 background, but you begin with a mansion (or equivalent) and x10 

starting funds as base monthly income, a deep wardrobe of clothes, cars, and at least one servant. 
2. [Community] Contacts. This costs 1 background, and allows the character to generate NPCs from 

the relevant community once per adventure. Choose, or randomize. 
o 1. Occult. Fortune tellers, book vendors, scholars, bohemians, artists, fringe types. 
o 2. Criminal. Fences, thugs, mafia, triads, smugglers, kidnappers, forgers, lawless types. 
o 3. Journalism. Reporters, authors, pundits, analysts, interviewers, informed types. 
o 4. Law Enforcement. Police, detectives, private investigators, bounty hunters, law types. 
o 5. Military. Soldiers, officers, militias, mercenaries, rebels, and combat trained types. 
o 6. Business. Entrepreneurs, inventors, financiers, brokers, not-for-profits, money types. 
o 7. Wealthy. Idle rich, titans of industry, celebrities, high-end services, old money types. 
o 8. Espionage. International Men of Mystery, tradecraft sources, spy rings, trained types. 
o 9. Monster Hunters. Lone hunters, cell-structure groups, weirdly gifted, killer types. 
o 10. Mythos Cults. Fanatics, zealots, wizards, half-humans, oracles, monstrous types. 

3. Heirloom. This costs 1 background. You start with something you normally couldn’t, passed 
through the family. Here are 5 suggestions in case you are going fast. 

o 1. Signet Ring. The family crest gives you +1 bonus to Commitment rolls when you 
wear it. Only works for family members. 

o 2. Loyal Servant. You have a servant who will gladly make travel arrangements, tend 
your wounds, handle your finances, manage the housework and cooking, and other 
background tasks. The servant also has 0-4 community contacts. 

o 3. Mythos Tome. Choose one, or have a primer that allows a general +1 Awareness 
when researching for at least an hour on mythos matters. 

o 4. Past Life. You are haunted by an ancestor or a past life, and occasionally get flashes 
that are helpful. With DM permission, trade 2 morale points for an insight point. 

o 5. Elder Sign. You have an elder sign that came into the family at some point. 
4. Traveled. Each of the advantages on the chart below costs 1 point of backgrounds. You’ve been 

all over the world in your journeys. 
o 1. Linguist. Double the number of bonus languages you start with. 
o 2. Storyteller. Gain +1 on Charm tests when chatting or advantaged by having stories 

about cultures and travels. 
o 3. Logistician. Gain +1 on any test involving travel arrangements. 
o 4. Worldwide Friends. The DM may allow NPC friends in a wider variety of settings. 
o 5. Broader Horizons. You are +1 on Commitment tests to resist mental stress as you 

have a more inclusive concept of “normal” than those with less experience. 
5. Reputation. You are known in certain circles because of your previous exploits. Each advantage 

on the chart costs 1 point. 
o 1. Acknowledged Expert. You are famous in your field for your expertise. People bring 

problems to you for advice or assistance. 
o 2. Consultant. Wealthy and respectable clients listen to your opinion, so you have access 

to more resources to solve problems than your peers do. 
o 3. Insane. You’ve done some remarkable things, and people are not sure whether you can 

be trusted or not. However, success is success, and it speaks for itself. 
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o 4. Famous Family. You are carrying on the family business, and the family has gained 
enemies and allies through its exploits over the generations. 

o 5. Self Made. Your story is known, as someone from very humble beginnings who 
became successful by overcoming many barriers. 

 
5. Back Story. If you are in a hurry, you can skip this part, or do it quickly. Here is a suggested form to 

complete. (The lines are ideas for you to fill in, it is too small to write in them.) 
• My birthday is (month, day, year). My family is from ________. My parents were professional -

________ and ________. I have ________ siblings, and I am the ________ in order. I was 
inspired to start my professional career by ________________________ and I started working in 
the ________ (geography and/or field) area. I first encountered evidence of the supernatural -
________________________. My best friend is ________. The emotional loss I never really got 
over is ________. My favorite sport/team is ________. The best thing about my childhood was 
________. The best part of my education was ________. 

• Feel free to generate any other quick ideas for your character, or leave it at that. 
 
Now you are ready to start playing! 
 
[August 2011 draft] 


